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Think Differently: A New Approach for
Understanding and Helping Children with
Behavioral Challenges

Conventional Wisdom
The most common over-simplified explanation:
Because of poor (passive, permissive, inconsistent)
parenting, kids learn to use challenging behavior to
get things (e.g., attention) or escape / avoid things
(e.g., work).

Logical Intervention
The most common over-simplified intervention:
Motivate compliant behavior through intensive,
consistent programs of rewards, punishments, and
ignoring

Specific Components of Operant Approach
 List of Target Behaviors (priority is compliance)
 Menu of Rewards and Punishments (differential
reinforcement)
 Currency System
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Operant Strategies

Limits of Operant Strategies

What Operant Strategies Can Do:
1) teach basic lessons / information
2) facilitate extrinsic motivation

Limits of Operant Strategies

Limits of Operant Strategies
Remember:
 It is highly likely that the child is already
motivated (not to be miserable)
 What does motivate people intrinsically?
- a sense of mastery, autonomy and purpose

Unconventional Wisdom:
It’s a Learning Disability
Research in neurosciences has shown that challenging kids
are delayed in the development of crucial cognitive
(thinking) skills -- in areas like flexibility/adaptability,
frustration tolerance, and problem-solving -- or have
significant difficulty applying these skills when they are
most needed.

Logical Intervention
Treat challenging behavior like you would any
other learning disability:
 Assess which skills are lagging
 Use a different approach to teach them in
increments the kid can handle
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Definition of Challenging Behavior
 Challenging behavior -- including explosions,
implosions and everything else in between -- occurs
when a demand placed upon someone
requires skills to handle the demand in an
adaptive manner that person does not fully
possess

Logical Intervention
 You only have two levers to pull:
 The problems the kid is having trouble
handling
 The skill set the kid has to handle those
problems

Mantra

Logical Intervention
 Identify the specific skills deficits contributing to
the challenging behavior and practice those skills
together with the child
 Identify the problems you want to solve that
precipitate the challenging behavior and work
towards solving them.

Can’t vs.Won’t
 It is always safer to assume the problem
is a result of lack of skill rather than lack
of will
 The mindset of CPS helps adults stay
regulated themselves

Approach Ingredients

Behind most challenging
behavior is some problem to be
solved, and some skills to be
trained
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SKILLS

Lagging Skills Linked to
Challenging Behavior
Children with challenging behavior often present
similarly, but arrive at their difficulties due to differing
clusters of lagging skills. Lagging Skills in any of the
following areas can result in challenging behavior:

• Executive skills
 Language processing skills
 Emotion regulation skills
 Cognitive flexibility skills
 Social skills

Executive Skills

Language Skills

Skills that allow you to do the organized, planful
thinking essential for good problem solving:
 Define problems
 Consider range of solutions
 Anticipate likely outcomes

What you might see if these skills are lacking:
 Difficulty shifting gears, reflexive “no”.
 Difficulty anticipating problems.
 Disorganized, impulsive problem solving

Emotion Regulation Skills

Cognitive Flexibility Skills
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Cognitive Flexibility Skills

Why the Emphasis on Skills?

Social Thinking Skills

Dead-End Explanations
“He has bipolar disorder”

Focusing on the lagging skills helps adults get on the same
page to:
• understand that a child’s maladaptive behavior is a
form of learning disability and not intentional, goaloriented, manipulative, or attention-seeking
• identify specific skills that need to be trained
• understand why incentive programs don’t work
• understand why they need a different approach
• steer clear of dead-end explanations
• STAY REGULATED OURSELVES!

Definition
Cooperate: collaborate, come together

“He has fetal alcohol syndrome”
“She’s adopted”
“He just wants attention”
“She just wants her own way”
“He just wants control”
“He’s manipulative”
“She has a mental illness”
“He has a bad attitude”
“She’s making bad choices”
“He won’t cooperate”

ASSESSMENT
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Assessment:
Skills to be Trained and Problems to be Solved

Mantra

Don’t let any
meltdown go to waste!

Situational Analysis: Identifying Problems
to be Solved / Unmet Expectations?

Assessment: Problems to be Solved
and Skills to be Developed

Assessment:
Problems to be Solved / Unmet Expectations
Step 1
 First goal of assessment is a situational analysis:
identify the situations in which the child tends to
have the most difficulty – Challenging behavior does
not occur out of the blue!

Assessment:
Problems to be Solved / Unmet Expectations
Step 2
 What are the: precipitants, antecedents, contexts,
demands, unmet expectations, setting events,
triggers, issues (we call it “problems to be solved”)?

General Problem / Expectation

 Examples at home: homework, screen time, diet, getting up in
the morning, bedtime, curfew, sibling interactions etc.
 Examples at school: circle time, recess, gym, lunch, riding on
the bus, getting down to work, staying on task, writing, etc.

Specific
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Why create a list of
Problems to be Solved/ Unmet
Expectations?

Maladaptive Behavior vs.
Problem to be Solved
You can’t solve a behavior.

You can’t prevent if you can’t predict!
Creating a good list of predictable problems to be solved
helps adults:

•
•
•
•

Anticipate difficulties before they happen
Prioritize what you want to work on first
Shift from reactive to proactive interventions
Have a starting place

But you can solve a problem leading to a behavior.

Assessment:
Problems to be Solved / Unmet
Expectations

Getting Ready

What’s the difference between a problem to be solved/
unmet expectation and a skill to be trained?
 A problem to be solved /unmet expectation is the
demand placed upon a child that they have
difficulty handling (e.g., homework, getting down
to work after lunch etc.)
 Skill to be trained is the reason why the child has
difficulty handling the demand (e.g., difficulty
handling transitions, difficulty doing things in a
logical sequence etc.)

INTERVENTION: THE PLANS

Approach Ingredients
1.

Assessment: identify the specific problems and
lagging thinking skills precipitating the challenging
behavior

2. Planning: Know your options for responding
to these problems and what each option
accomplishes
3. Intervention: Solve problems while building skills,
confidence and relationships
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Expectations
 Expectations are a good thing as long as they are
clear (taught) and realistic
- It is hard for a child to meet an expectation that
they aren’t aware of!
 If your expectations are being met, you’re happy
 If your expectations aren’t being met, you’ve got a
problem and you need a plan
- First step is knowing what your options are and
what each option accomplishes (or doesn’t!)

Three Plans

(Your Options for responding to
Problems/Unmet Expectations)

Goals of Intervention
1. Pursue high priority expectations
2. Reduce challenging behavior
3. Solve chronic problems so they don’t keep coming up
4. Build skills and confidence
5. Create (or restore) a helping relationship

Three Plans

(Common Approaches to
Problems/Unmet Expectations)
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Why Plan B?

Goals Achieved by the Three Plans
GOALS
Try to get your
expectation met

PLAN A

PLAN C

X

Reduce
challenging
behavior

PLAN B

X
X

X

Build skills and
confidence

X

Solve problems

X
X

Build relationship
and confidence

Clearing up Misconceptions
 The Plans aren’t needed unless you have an unmet
expectation
 Setting an expectation is not the same as imposing
your will when your expectation isn’t met
 Plan B is not “picking your battles” or the average of
Plans A and C



The child has shown he needs someone to serve as
his “tutor” for navigating problems and regulating
emotions



Over time, teaches the child skills so he won’t need
the help for the rest of his life

An Important Reminder:
Any problem/unmet expectation that can
be handled using Plan A can also be
handled using Plan B.

 Plan B is not a “technique”
 Plan B takes much less time than Plan A

What about safety issues?

Prioritizing Problems to be Solved

The more severe or unsafe the behavior,
the more important it is to solve the
problem or work on the skills deficit
causing the behavior in the first place.
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Prioritizing

Approach Ingredients
1.

Assessment: identify the specific problems and
lagging thinking skills precipitating the challenging
behavior

2. Planning: Know your options for responding to
these problems and what each option accomplishes
3. Intervention: Solve problems while building
skills, confidence and relationships

Managing Expectations

Reminder!

 A helping relationship isn’t built overnight
 Skills aren’t built overnight either (just like any
other type of learning disability)

Plan B Timing

PLAN B INGREDIENTS
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Plan B Ingredients
1. EMPATHY: Clarify child concern
2. SHARE: Adult concern
3. COLLABORATE: Brainstorm, assess
and choose solution

“The formulation of a problem is
often more essential than the
solution”
Albert Einstein

Plan B Ingredients
“If I had an hour to solve a
problem, I'd spend 55 minutes
thinking about the problem and 5
minutes thinking about solutions.”

1. Empathy: Clarify child concern
2. Share: Adult concern
3. Collaborate: Brainstorm, assess
and choose solution

Albert Einstein

Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern


THE GOAL: gather information to understand
the kid’s specific concern or perspective about
the problem or issue

Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern


THE WORDS: Start with a neutral
observation:

“I’ve noticed that…”
 “It seems like…”
 “It looks as if …”



Followed by an inquiry:
 “What’s up?”
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Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern
•

TIPS for starting off on the right foot:





Your observation should be about the problem to
be solved rather than the maladaptive behavior
you want to reduce
Steer clear of mentioning the behavior itself
Try not to blame or assume
Instead try to stick with the facts or externalize the
problem

Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern




THE TOOLS: Detective work to clarify concerns requires
probing and drilling down using a combination of 4 tools:
 clarifying questions
 educated guessing
 reflective listening
 reassurance
THE FEELING: EMPATHIC, patient, open-minded

listening

Empathy / Understanding
•

TIPS for drilling down:

MORE TIPS for Drilling down



Solutions are not concerns. Unearthing concerns
opens up more options for potential solutions.



If the child does not have a concern, you can be sure
s/he has a perspective



Behind most maladaptive solutions, are reasonable
concerns



Empathizing is neither agreeing or disagreeing – it
is understanding.



Don’t rush!



Be curious and prepared for surprises.



If you get information, don’t move on. Delve deeper.
The more specific the concern the better.

Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern


THE GOAL: gather information to understand the kid’s
specific concern or perspective about the problem or issue



THE SCRIPT: start with a neutral observation (“I’ve



Empathy/Understanding

noticed that…” “It seems like…” or “It looks as if …”)
followed by an inquiry (“What’s up?”)

THE TOOLS: Empathic detective work to clarify concerns
requires probing and drilling down using a combination of 4
tools:
 clarifying questions
 educated guessing
 reflective listening
 reassurance

Ingredient #1
Empathy: Clarify Child Concern
•

How do you know when you are
READY TO MOVE ON?
-

Do you have a clear understanding of the
child’s concern or perspective?
Can you envision some possible
alternative solutions?
Have you learned something new?
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Ingredient #2
Share Adult Concern

Plan B Ingredients
1.

Empathy: clarify child concern



2. Share adult concern
3.

THE GOAL: to make sure the adult’s concern /
perspective is on the table

Collaborate: brainstorm, assess and choose
solution

Ingredient #2
Share Adult Concern


THE WORDS: Express your concern by saying
something like:
 “And the thing is”
 “And my concern is”
 “And what’s important to me is”

Ingredient #2
Share Adult Concern




Ingredient #2
Share Adult Concern


THE GOAL: to make sure the adult’s concern /
perspective is on the table



THE SCRIPT: express your concern by saying
something like: “And the thing is” or “and my
concern is” or “and what’s important to me is”



THE TOOLS: clarify your concerns / perspective
before initiating the conversation. Are you concerned
about someone’s:





TIPS: What do you do if child “doesn’t care”
about the adult concern?
He doesn’t have to! He just needs to
take it into consideration

Ingredient #2
Share Adult Concern
•

How do you know when you are
READY TO MOVE ON?
 You have two sets of concerns / perspectives
on table
 Two sets of solutions = a power struggle
(“dueling solutions”)

Health?
Safety?
Learning?
Impact of behavior on others?
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Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose

Plan B Ingredients






Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose

THE WORDS: Recap the concerns so as to
summarize the problem to be solved:
 “I wonder if there’s a way that (insert both
concerns)”
 “I bet we can think of something so that
(insert both concerns)”
 “Do you have any ideas?”
 “That’s an idea. Can you think of any
others?”

THE GOAL: to brainstorm solutions together so as
to address both concerns, assess them and choose one
to try

Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose
•

TIPS for brainstorming






Any idea is a good idea! Response:
 “Let’s think it through together.”

Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose

Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose


THE GOAL: to brainstorm solutions together so as
to address both concerns, assess them and choose one



THE SCRIPT: recap the concerns so as to summarize
the problem to be solved: “I wonder if there’s a
way that” or “I bet we can think of something
so that … (insert both concerns). Do you have
any ideas?”
Any idea is a good idea! “Let’s think it through
together.”

Let him/her know you’re just as invested in
ensuring his/her concerns get addressed as you are
in ensuring your concerns get addressed
Be optimistic!
Get as many ideas on the table as possible: there is
no such thing as a bad idea!
Combine, expand, modify and build on ideas.
If the child does not have any ideas, you can
suggest some to consider together



THE TOOLS: Bite your tongue! Give the child first
crack. Any idea is a good idea!

Think it through together with these questions:






Does it work for you?
Does it work for me/us?
Is it doable?
If we do it, will it bring up any additional
concerns?
When can we talk again to see how it worked?
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Ingredient #3
Collaborate:
Brainstorm, Assess and Choose
•

How do you know when you are
READY TO MOVE ON?
- When you have chosen a mutually
satisfactory and realistic solution that
you have decided to try
- When you have a follow-up plan to
enact the solution and revisit the
problem if the solution doesn’t work

Slogging through Mud
 Early on, Plan B will feel like slogging through mud (its
awkward to the child too!)

Plan B Preparation


Since Plan B should be proactive use the Plan B Worksheet



Ask the following questions:
 WHO will have the discussion? (considerations:
relationship, experience, proximity)
 WHAT problem to be solved is the focus?
 WHEN will you have the discussion?
 WHERE will you have the discussion (and while doing
what)?
 WHY are you having the discussion (what are our
concerns)?
 HOW will you get started?

This is Hard!
 Over time, a Plan B “rhythm” or PATTERN should
develop
 You don’t have to finish all 3 ingredients in one
discussion
 The first solution seldom solves the problem durably
 Difficult problems require revisiting which isn’t a bad
thing (creates a patterned activity)

Active Ingredients

The Power of the Relational
Process

Challenging behavior is reduced by:
 Setting clear and realistic expectations
 Understanding of why expectations aren’t being met
(lagging skills) as to promote more compassionate
views and interactions
 Decreasing use of Plan A
 Increasing use of Plan C
 Using Plan B to solve problems and
build skills
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Food For Thought (for all kids)
 If you teach a child that someone always has to win
and someone always has to lose, when does s/he learn
the skill of solving problems in a mutually satisfactory
manner (win/win)?
 If you teach a child that “winning” depends on being
bigger and stronger (“might makes right”), what do
you do when s/he is bigger and stronger than you?
 If you teach a child that adults are the only ones with
good ideas, when does the child learn that s/he has
good ideas?
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